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GAME PROFILE:

StaThl!BattleOLIngrau
by Lenny Glynn and Bill Sullivan

The Battle of Stalingrad is widely regarded as
the decisive struggle of the SecondWorld War.
The battle is so famous that Avalon Hill used it
for the title of one their most popular games.
Yet AH's Stalingrad, like Simulations' Barbar-
ossacovers the whole Eastern Front; in either
game the city of Stalingrad may be bypassed
or captured by a single die roll. Simulation's
latest World War Two game, The Battle of
Stalingrad concentrates on the battle itself.
The game fully covers the Soviet Winter
Offensive that resulted in the surrender of

. Sixth Army in the ruins of Stalingrad.

Battle of Stalingrad is a two player game on
the Grand Tactical level. One Player com-
mands German.Rumanian. Italian, and Hungar-
ian units (divisions); the other commands
Soviet units (corps).

The Stalingrad situation holds a unique histori-
cal flavor; it was the turning point of the war
in the East and probably of the whole Euro-
pean conflict. Because of the semi-legendary
nature of the battle, the game is particularly
informative. It shows for example, how great a
gamble the Soviets took by launching their
Winter Offensive before it was fu IIy prepared.
Even in the historical scenario (19 November
1942), in which German unit placement is
literally insane,the Germanshavea fair chance
of breaking loose from Stalingrad and inflict-
ing a serious defeat on the Soviet Player. To
duplicate the effect of Hitler's "stand fast"
orders, a special optional rule on "German
Insanity" requires the German Player to re-
main in his fortified lines for one full turn
regardless of whether the Russians are sur-
rounding him or not.

The conflict mechanics of Battle of Stalingrad
are basedon the highly successfulsystemsused
in Kursk and France '40. Movement penalties
for entering or leaving zones of control very
effectively recreate the difficulties of disengag-
ing from the line or preparing for an attack.
Supply is critical and lack of supply has a
sharp and immediate effect on combat and
movement. Air units and a full set of rules for
all air missions are included. Air units are
particu larly necessaryto break through forti-
fied lines. The Combat ResultsTable, like that
in Kursk, requires very high odds (9-1 with air
support) before assuring the Attacker of the
destruction of opposing units. This, plus the
supply rules tend to limit the number of
attacks and force the players to maneuver to
threaten Enemy supply lines, rather than bash
head-on until one has "eliminated" enough
Enemy units to call it a victory. Armored units
and Soviet cavalry have two Movement Phases
per turn which enables them to exploit any
gaps in enemy lines. In all sixteen scenariosin
Battle of Stalingrad, breakthroughs are inevit-
able and make for exciting games.Victories are

based on the destruction of enemy units and
the conquest of territorv,

Perhapsthe most interesting aspect of Battle
of Stalingrad is the Game Problem it presents
to the players. Basically the game involves the
formation and tearing apart of huge pockets.
The Soviet player must seekto "bag" asmuch
as possible of the German forces becausethat
cuts their supplies and reduces their Combat
strength by 50%. The German must carefully
and economically slide out of the pocket with
his armor, turn around and destroy the Soviet
armor. This makes for see-sawgames as the
Russiansform a pocket and strive to keep it
shut while the Germans squirm inside the
Soviet straightjacket, break free and strike
back.

This is true for the 19 November Historical
Scenario. In other variants of the November 19
game there is free deployment of units; i.e, the
Germans are not required to set themselvesup
for disaster. These unrestricted set-upsdevelop
into mobile free-for-alls in which the Germans
have.as much chanceasthe Russiansto form a
largepocket.

In the scenarios beginning December 16, the
pocket at Stalingrad is already formed. In fact,
the German player is hard pressedto prevent
the Russiansfrom forming another pocket and
trapping his remaining forces. Here the Ger-
man plays a beleagured defender who cannot
afford to make a serious mistake. Unless the
Russian blunders there is no real hope of
relieving the pocket. Besidesthe six November
and four December scenarios which last 7
Game-turns there are six 21-turn Campaign
Games running the whole course of the Battle.
Scenarios vary in the freedom or fixedness of
initial set-up and in the ratesof re-inforcement
receivedby opposing players.

In the following section we will demonstrate
the tactics of Battle of Stalingrad based on
what we havefound in months of testing to be
"optimal" moves. The scenario used will be
the November 19 one as shown on the set-up
map included in the game. The tactical princi-
ples used are applicable to all other scenarios.
A brief discussion of the December 16 Histor-
ical scenario follows to illustrate strategy in an
entirely different situation; the German hold-
ing action that enabled Army Group A to
escapefrom the Caucasus.

In the November 19th Historical Scenario the
Russian player attempts to take the offensive.
He hassix armor and four cavalry units against
a force consisting of eight German and three
Allied armor units. He has seven5-5 infantry
Corps while his opponent has twenty 3-5's.
His whole force consists of 110 points of
infantry and 55 points of motorized cavalry

and armor. The German Player has89 infantry
points and 45 points of more mobile armor.

The Russian Player is in an excellent position
at the start of the game (seediagram 1). This
position is his major advantage. If this position
is properly exploited, he can encircle the main
body of the German force in the First turn,
nullifv much of the combat strength of the
German player and force him to concentrate
on escaping the pocket instead of destroying
Russian units. If the German player reacts too
slowly the Russian hasa chanceto tighten the
encirclement and even trap much of the
German armor. But if this position is not used
properly, the Russian player finds himself
being cut up in open battle with the German.
To beat the German the Russianmust encircle
him, but merely encircling the German doesn't
mean the Russian'swon. If the pocket doesn't
hold for the first turn or two the German will
win. If it does hold the Russianstill hasa fight
in front of him.

First GameTurn
Russian First M.ovementPhase.
There are movesthat must be madeso that the
infantry will be in position to support the
armor after the pocket is formed. The two 3-4s
in the North are moved out of the Fortified
line so that they can move into the German
Fortified line next turn. The 5-5 in front of
Stalingrad is moved out so that it can close in
next to Stalingrad on the next GameTurn and
pin all the German infantry in the city. The
5-5 First turn reinforcement is moved up to
help pin the Germans in Stalinqrad,

RussianCombat Phase
The attacks are given in chart form below. The
hexesattacked are lettered on diagram 1.

Soviet Attacks on First Game-Turn

...r.~g. ..
E '"

'3 German Russian0" III

Hex uQj Air Odds ~ Losses Losses

A 17-2 yes 9-1 Ex two 1-4s one 3-4

B 2G-2 yes 9-1 Ex two 1-4s one 3-4

C 18-1 yes 9-1 Ex one 1-5 one 5-5

0 19-3 yes 7-1 Ex one 3-5 one 5-5

E 12-2 yes 8-1 Ex two 1-4s one 3-4

F 12-2 yes 8-1 Ex two 1-4s one 3-4

G 6-1 no 8-1 Br

Explanations:
Combat Strength - The Combat Strengths of
the units involved, given as an Attacker-
Defender ratio.
Air - Whether or not an air unit is used to
support that particular attack.
Odds - The actual odds for the attack, taking
into account the First Turn Surprise Rule
which benefits the Russians.
Result - The outcome of the Attack. (For the
Purposes of this demonstration we have
assumedthe worst possible.

RussianSecond Movement Phase

The armor is moved out from the hexes it
occupies after combat to surround the main
body of Germans. Although much of the
Russian armor moves out of supply and may
soon be isolated, there is no other way to
encircle the German. To meet the German in
the open, supplied, is suicide.

(continued on page 8)
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Rules for Battle of Stalingrad are printed on
both sides of an 11" x 28" accordion-fold
sheet. They are supplemented by a set-up sheet
showing the initial position of units in the

November 19th historical scenarioand explain-
ing the games sixteen scenarios and Order of
Battle options.
The mapsheet for Battle of Stalingrad is 22" x

29" with a playing surface 20" x 21". Also
included on the mapsheet are the Soviet and
Axis Order of Battle and Reinforcement charts
and the Combat Results Table.
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Diagram 1: Position at start of Game. Lettered hexes mark Soviet attacks.

0)

SOVI ET MOVEMENT
- = 1st Movement Phase

= 2nd Movement Phase

Diagram 2: Soviet armor seals the pocket pn its 2nd Movement Phase after Combat.



Diagram 3: German attempt to relieve Stalingrad.

GERMAN MOVEMENT
- = 1st Movement Phase
•• - = 2nd Movement Phase

Diagram 4: Soviet infantry moves up as armor tightens the pocket.

SOVIET MOVEMENT
- = 1st Movement Phase
- - - = 2nd Movement Phase

-..J
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STAlINGRAD:
The Real "Game"
Planning for a massive Soviet counter-
offensive near Stalingrad began in Septem-
ber 1942_ All initial preparations were
made in Moscow and strict security was
maintained. The plan that emerged aimed
at trapping the German 6th Army and
elements of 4 Panzer Army in a huge
double envelopment.

One pincer from the north would strike
South east from the Don bridgehead at
Serafi movitch toward Kalach. The
southern thrust wasaimed North from the
Sarpa lakes to meet the northern force
near Kalach and seal off the whole Ger-
man force in the Stalingrad salient.

Soviet forces in the north consisted of the
Don Front (66,24, and 65 Soviet armies)
and the newly formed Southwest Front (1
Guard, 21, 5 Tank armies plus 3 Guards
Cavalry Corps and 4 Tank Corps.) This
force equals in gameterms ten 3-4's, three
5-5's, two 3-3's, and three 7-6's.

From the south the Soviet attack was
launched by the Stalingrad Front (51,57,
64 Soviet armies plus 4 and 13 Mecha-
nized Corps and 4 Cavalry Corps) with a
game strength of six 3-4's, two 5-5's, one
3-3, and two 9-6's.

Predictablv , the Soviet attacks on Novem-
ber 19 shattered the Rumanian units.
Many officers took off in their cars and
some soldiers were last seen driving huge
herds of stolen cattle west toward
Rumania_ More than one million Soviet
troops supported by 13,500 guns pressed
home the attack, occupied the Rumanian
positions after combat and on their
"second Movement Phase" headedfor the
German rear. On the very first day of the
attack Army Group S ordered Paulus to
break off the fight at Stalingrad and turn
around to meet the Soviet threat. This is
where the German Insanity Rule comes in.
While Army Group B's staff was consid-
ering ordering Paulusto completely aban-
don Stalingrad and high tail it west,Hitler
got on the telephone from Berchtesgaden
1200 miles away and ordered Paulus to
hold his ground. In effect, the Germans
lost a whole "movement phase." Certain
German mobile units 14, 16, and 24
Panzer divisions (two 4-8's and one 5-8)
moved out to the west without infantry
support and failed to stop the Soviet
encirclement. By 23 November on the
Soviet "second turn" the lead elementsof
the Stalingrad Front linked up with 5
Tank army about twelve miles (one hex)
southeast of Kalach and cut the com-
munications of twenty German and two
Rumanian divisions in the Stalingrad
pocket. The encirclement had taken four
days (two game-turns). German failure to
face reality, respect their enemy, and pull
out of an untenable position had resulted
in a dangerous encin::lement which soon
became a disaster. The Battle of Stalin-

grad, turning pOin~,!il~,,:theWar in the East.

The first 9-6 unit moves to link up with the
7-6 units on the opposite side of the Don River
and complete the pocket, while the second9-6
unit moves to 'pin the German armor in
Stalingrad. The four 7-6 units and two 3-3
cavalry units in the north form a solid barrier
through which the German cannot hope to
break out.

German First Movement Phase
The German Player knows that he must break
out of the pocket and get back on equal
footing with the Russian. He first moves
several3-5sout of his fortified line to keep the
pocket large enough to gain him some
maneuvering room: He moves the 3-5 unit
from Stalingrad out into the RussianFortified
line to prevent the Russianfrom sealingoff the
city with his two 5-5 units. He then brings his
armor out of the city asfar aspossible to move
adjacent to the Russian and slow him down.
The 6-8 unit is moved in sucha way that in the
second Movement Phase the Germans can
surround the 9-6 unit near the Don River and
prevent its moving and sealing the pocket tight.
The three 4-8 units move out so that on the
Second Movement Phasethey will have more
freedom of movement and be able to move
adjacent to the RussianArmor.

German Combat Phase
No Combat.

The German Player
The German player has one great advantage
and that is his mobility. This advantage is lost
when his units are out of supply. He can beat
the Russian if he can get out of the pocket
with enough time left to do it. His sole
objective in the first turns should be to get out
of the pocket as quickly as possibleso that he
can engagethe Russian in the open while the
Soviet units are still out of supply. If he can
get out of the pocket in the first or second
Game-Turn he has a good chance. If he
remains trapped until the third or fourth, he

probably won't win, but he can hope to limit
the Russiansto a small victory.

The German player can escapethe pocket in
two ways: Forming a "tunnel" of friendly
units through the Russian lines to supply the
pocket, or attacking one of the critical units in
the pocket's walls, such as the 9-6 that moves
within one hex of the Don river on the first
turn.

The "tunnel" method requires all the German
armor outside the pocket and usually the
Allied 3-6. On the first German movement all
the armor inside the pocket is brought West to
within one hex of the 9-6 by the Don and
within one hex of the 3-3. The 5-8 and 4-8 in
Stalingrad should be brought out adjacent to
the 9-6 pinning it there. Every secondinfantry
unit should be taken off the fortified line anct
moved west to keep the pocket as large as
possiblewithout abandoning the Fort ifi ed line.
The trapped 6-8 should move adjacent to the
9-6 to the East so that the Russian will be
forced to moveWest and South to preservethe
pocket, which keeps him further from his
supply. On the second German Turn you
should use the units outside the pocket to
punch a tunnel through to the pocket on the
first movement phaseso the armor inside can
use its full eight Movement Points to escapeon
the secondMovement Phase.

German Second Movement Phase
The German player should seek to immobilize
the Russiansas much as possible. He can do
this to two of the Russian armor units and
severely limit the mobility of the others. The
three 4-8 units move in adjacent to the Russian
7-6 units to keep them from helping the
trapped 9-6 unit whose fate is sealed by the
movement of the German 3-8 unit in to
surround and isolate it. The 9-8 unit from
Elista is moved to prevent the Russian from
using his 3-3 unit to seal the break in the
pocket that will be made next turn by the 2-6
and 3-6 units. Th isguaranteesthat on the next

The 184 counters include Hungarian, Italian
and Rumanian infantry (1-4's) Axis cavalry,
(1-5's) German infantry (3-5), a wide variety
of German armored units and their Kemph-
gruppen substitutes plus six air units. Soviet

t'cl!J:,I'~ '~I'~Ifcl:?J;II&~ '0'\ '0~ It8I~ leU
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counters are infantry corps (3-4) and guard
infantry (5-5) cavalry corps (3-3) armored
corps (7-6) six air armiesand two mechanized
corps (9-6), the cream of the RedArmy.



turn the German player will be able to force
open a supply route to the pocket.

The next two turns are crucial; if the Russian
is able to reseal the pocket he may win.
Diagram 4 shows one possible Russian re-
sponse to the German attempt to open the
pocket. In this move the Russian has cut the
supply of the 3-8 which came to the rescue
and moved his 9-6 corps in the second
movement phase to a position in which it
truly seals Stalingrad. This diagram is based on
an unplanned response by one of Simulation's
play testers. Even so, the German 3--6 and 2-6
will be able to open supply to the pocket on
the next turn and enable some of the German
armor to escape. From this point on the game
becomes completely unpredictable. It becomes
a time and motion contest between the Soviet
supply and infantry units coming up to rein-
force the Russian armor and the escaped
German armor trying to tear open the pocket
and relieve the trapped units. One tactical
hint: since the Soviet player is making no
attacks he should at the end of his movement
phase decide which unit on the pocket walls
the German is likely to attack and fly Combat
Air Patrol over that hex with five air units.
This prevents the German from using the
Luftwaffe to support an attack on that unit.

I n the December 16 H istorica I Scenario Ger-
man set-up is greatly restricted but not dic-
tated to the letter. The German player must
place a certain number of units in the sealed
off Stal ingrad pocket and most others on the
1 Dec. 16 Start Line. Thus the German is on
the defensive. There is no "perfect" plan for
either side; all we can offer are a few tactical
suggestions. 1 )-The German must not concen-
trate his armored units. The Russian force is
very powerful and if the German armor is
concentrated the Russian will break through
the infantry on its flanks and form a second
disastrous pocket. 2) The German has only
two mobile reserve units, the 9-8 and 3-8.
They should be placed behind the line out of
reach of any Russian breakthroughs. Otherwise
the Russian will surround them and they won't
be available to form a new line. 3) German air
units should be deployed in an arc around
Rostov to keep them out of range of Soviet air
superiority strikes. They can reach any part of
the front to support German units from
Rostov. Besides, the front is going to be
headed toward them unless the Russian is an
idiot. 4) At key points where the German
wishes to avoid a breakthrough he should place
armored units. These turn into Kamplfgruppen
when the parent unit is "eliminated" and do
not retreat. 5) The Soviet player has over-
whelming force but he must be careful. He
should try to capitalize on any German errors;
breakthrough, surround and strangle pockets.
He should keep enough 3-4 infantry units
around Stalingrad to keep the German units
from squirming free or being relieved. 6) For a
daring German player a strategy of placing
powerful armored units on the flanks and
allowing a Russian breakthrough in the center
has resulted several times (during play-testing)
in incredible German victories. Historicallv,
this is what the Germans did many times.
Scenarios with completely free set-ups cannot
be programmed. They are much more even
battles although the superior quality of the
Axis armored units makes itself felt. It is more
difficult to trap pockets in these scenarios and
the combat resembles more conventional
games with lines of units, adequate reserves to
seal holes, and a great deal of attrition. There
are more attacks in these scenarios if only

because units are in supply and able to have
combat while in scenarios Soviet units plunge
out of supply to form pockets and cut German
supply.

In sum, Battle of Stalingrad is a varied series of
games which includes scenarios of even com-
bat, pocket-forming and pocket-busting, and
fighting withdrawals. It presents challenging
problems to the advanced gamer (such as
playing the German side in Dec. 16 scenarios)
but remains "clean" enough to be easily
grasped by anyone who's gone past Napoleon
at Waterloo. The basic game system for World
War Two divisional level combat has been
refined and honed to a sharp edge and the
historical appeal of the Stalingrad situation is
powerful. Highly Recommended.

Battle of Stalingrad is of standard Simulations
Publications quality. The mapsheet is 22"x28"
light brown cardstock printed in black and
tints of black. The die-cut counters are light
blue, field grey, and khaki. The game is
shipped in a manila envelope that serves to
store it.

Credits:
Game Design: James F. Dunnigan
Physical Design Redmond A. Simonsen
Rules: John Young, Stephen C. Bettum, and
Redmond A. Simonsen
Graphic Production: George Bouse.

Game Errata:

At this point feedback on Battle of Stalingrad
is minimal but we can offer a few corrections

PanzerBlitz
',- \ '/.

Armored
Warfare
in Russia
1941-45

Panzerblitz was developed for Avalon Hill
from Simulations Publication's Tactical
Game 3. It combines the standard AH
physical quality and S&T's design quality.
The three section 22" x 24" board can be
assembled in numerous ways allowing for
long pursuits as well as set-piece meeting
engagements. The playing pieces represent
every major Eastfront fighting vehicle and
their organic infantry units. Some of the
famous tanks included are the T-34, the
Joseph Stalin 1, and the Panther, best tank
of the war. A unique movement-fire
system simulates the dynamics of armored
tactics. Situation Cards provide scenarios
illustrating the range of armored actions
from the confident spearheads of the Nazi
invasion to the desperate rear guard ac-
tions on the road to Berlin. Panzerblitz is a
bookcase game, Avalon Hill's "best seller."
Since it was designed by Jim Dunnigan,
Redmond Simonsen, and the S&T'staff,
Panzerblitz is available from Simulations
Publications for $8.00, a savings of $1.00
under store prices.
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for the obvious errors. The Combat Results
Table pri nted on the map sheet fai led to
explain DR (Defender Retreats). "DR-all de-
fending units are moved one hex from their
present position by the attacker; units which
must exceed stacking limitations or retreat
through enemy zones of control are elim-
inated. Units may retreat into hexes occupied
by friendly units even if those hexes are
adjacent to enemy occupied hexes. The attack-
ing units may occupy the vacated hex of a
retreated unit up to the stacking limit. There-
fore Case H under Combat should read "If as a
result of an attack a hex is completely cleared
of defending units (due to "De:' "Ex,"
")12 Ex:' or "Dr" result) then the attacking
units responsible may advance into that hex
during the Combat Phase" Case Q under
Combat should read "i.e, units retreated onto
friendly units that are being attacked in the
same combat phase are ignored for purposes of
defense but suffer the same Combat Results as
the "host" units." The rules writer adds Case
T) under Combat "I n case of dispute the
friendly player decides which units will be lost
in exchanges or due to overstack inq." Finally,
one of the five German air units was omitted
from the set-up map. It should be placed on
the railine five hexes due north of Rostov.

Origins
••

Realpolitik and Appeasement

This is a "political" game on the late
1930's when the diplomatic "warfare" in
Eu rope escalated towards the holocaust of
World War II. The diplomatic conflict
system used in Origins will be familiar to
Avalon Hill gamers and those who play
Diplomacy.Origins has two, three, and four
player versions, but it is best with five
players, each controlling one of the major
nations (Britain, France, Germany, the
USA and the Soviet Union). Using
cou nters that represent pol itical strength
each player seeks to achieve his "National
Objectives" by obtaining "Control" or
"Understandings" in other countries. Al-
though many games become attempts to
"stop Germany:' the fact that only one
player can win tends to divide any anti-
Nazi coalition. Origins is available from
Simulations Publications for $8.00, a
savings of $1.00 over store prices.


